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or six years in Gloucestershire before they became journey*
meni—and they began at four shillings a week, with an
annual increase of sixpence, so that in their seventh year
they earned seven shillings a week2.
Spinning. The spinning of yarn was generally the work of women
and children 3. The chronicler relates of Edward the Elder
that " he sette his sonnes to scole, and his daughters he sette
to woll werke, takyng example of Charlys the Conquestour"4;
and Langland's exhortation in Piers the Plowman shows
that spinning was regarded in mediaeval England as the
natural employment of women :
" Wives and widows : wool and flax spinneth ;
Maketh cloth, I counsel you, and kenneth so your
daughters ".
In mediaeval houses an apartment was sometimes reserved
as a family spinning room 5. Often the work was carried
on in the open air. Celia Fiennes in her travels through
England ' on a side saddle ' encountered spinners " at their
wheels out in the street and lanes as one passes " 6; and in
the Highlands, where the use of the distaff6a survived as late
as the nineteenth century, a traveller would meet " girls
herding on the hill-side and busily spinning with the distaff "7.
Spinning occupied all the leisure moments of those engaged
in it; the hours were therefore very long, though the work
was light. One of the traditions of North Germany contains
a warning against spinning on Saturday evening. It tells
of a woman who appeared after her death to a fellow-culprit,
displaying her burning hand with the words :
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